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Real-time regeneration of a working zeolite
monitored via operando X-ray diffraction and
crystallographic imaging: how coke flees the MFI
framework†

Georgios N. Kalantzopoulos,a Daniel Rojo Gama,a Dimitrios K. Pappas, a

Iurii Dovgaliuk,c,d Unni Olsbye, a Pablo Beato, b Lars F. Lundegaard,b

David S. Wragg a and Stian Svelle *a

We have monitored the regeneration of H-ZSM-5 via operando time-resolved powder X-Ray diffraction

(PXRD) coupled with mass spectroscopy (MS). Parametric Rietveld refinements and calculation of the

extra-framework electronic density by differential Fourier maps analysis provide details on the mode of

coke removal combined with the corresponding sub-unit cell changes of the zeolite structure. It is clear

that the coke removal is a complex process that occurs in at least two steps; a thermal decomposition fol-

lowed by oxidation. In a coked zeolite, the straight 10-ring channel circumference is warped to an oval

shape due to structural distortion induced by rigid aromatic coke species. The data presented explain why

the difference in length between the a-vector and the b-vector of the MFI unit cell is a robust descriptor

for bulky coke, as opposed to the unit cell volume, which is affected also by adsorbed species and

thermal effects. Our approach holds the promise to quantify and identify coke removal (and formation) in

structurally distinct locations within the zeolite framework.

Introduction

More than four decades have passed since the conversion of
Methanol to Gasoline (MTG) over acidic zeolites was first
reported by researchers from Mobil.1 During these 45 years,
the scientific and industrial community has gained a compre-
hensive understanding of several aspects of the MTG
process.2,3 Some of the most recent achievements have been
the disentanglement of the reaction mechanism4–6 and the
study of the influence of reaction parameters and zeolite struc-
ture in the product distribution.7–11 Intrinsic structural charac-
teristics such as the role of the porosity12–14 and acidity15,16 on
the catalytic performance have also been investigated.
Moreover, the deactivation of zeolites has been analysed with
both experimental and theoretical approaches.17–19

One of the main weaknesses of zeolite frameworks as MTG
catalysts is the loss of catalytic performance over time. When
exposed to a methanol feed, the zeolite deactivates as the reac-
tion proceeds; carbon-containing species accumulate in the
zeolite pores and on the external surface preventing the reac-
tion from taking place.17,20 The nature of deposited coke
species has been reported to correlate with the reaction con-
ditions as well as the catalyst used.21 Once the coke coverage
reaches a critical level where the diffusion through the pores is
restricted and the reactants no longer have access to the acidic
centres, the zeolite shows total performance loss.18,22,23

To reverse this process, the catalyst material is regenerated
by exposure to oxidizing gas flow at a high temperature
(500–600 °C).18,24–26 More specifically, due to the large amount
of catalyst loaded in an industrial reactor, the amount of oxi-
dizing gas has to be increased carefully until the removal of
bulk coke is achieved, in order to avoid thermal runaway.26

Still, each reaction-regeneration cycle leads to slight dealumi-
nation of the zeolite.27 This dealumination results in the loss
of Brønsted acidity, which has been reported to contribute in
the coke oxidation.28When repeated many times, the regener-
ation procedure leads to reduced overall catalyst performance,
making this step an extremely important operation in the
industrial process. In laboratory studies, the regeneration of
coked zeolites is usually performed as a Temperature
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Programmed Oxidation (TPO) to gain insights into coke
characteristics and location.7,17,29 The coke on the external
surface of the zeolite crystals is more resistant to oxidation
than the intracrystalline coke, which is preferentially removed
during oxidation.28

H-ZSM-5 (Fig. 1) is the archetype zeolite for MTG due to its
three dimensional structure consisting of straight and sinusoi-
dal channels lying perpendicular to each other that enhance
the diffusion of products and improve the resistance to de-
activation. The material crystallizes in the orthorhombic space
group Pnma (MFI topology) with typical unit cell dimensions:
a = 20.078 Å, b = 19.894 Å and c = 13.372 Å.30 The loss of
activity of H-ZSM-5 during the MTG reaction and its spatial
distribution along the catalyst bed is reported to follow the
“burning cigar” model proposed by Haw.7,11,31 The H-ZSM-5
deactivation as well as its effect on zeolite properties, such as
acid site density, surface area and coke content, has been
directly correlated to the local transformations occurring in
the crystalline structure of the catalyst.32 Previously, we have
followed with operando X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) the MTG con-
version in the time- and space-domain capturing the build-up
of coke in the intracrystalline structure and thereby extracting
the kinetics of coke-based deactivation for H-ZSM-5.33

In this contribution, we have studied the local structural
transformations of the H-ZSM-5 catalyst during the removal of
coke by TPO with 20% of O2 utilizing operando PXRD. The
recent developments in synchrotron instrumentation and
detector technology have previously allowed us to study the
effect of isolated thermal effects within a zeolite framework,
such as the template removal,34 the local response of the
acidic centre to hydration,35 or the dynamics of nonhomoge-
neous water sorption36 with unprecedented detail. Here, the

geometrical response of the material has been investigated by
operando time-resolved synchrotron PXRD allowing us to
follow the structural changes on a timescale of seconds.

Experimental
Materials

An in house prepared H-ZSM-5 catalyst sample was used. The
material was synthesized according to procedure found in the
literature37 resulting in a catalyst with micron sized particles
and an Si/Al ratio of 37. Further basic characterization of the
catalysts is provided in the ESI (Tables S1 and S2, Fig. S1†).

Operando MTG and TPO monitored by SR-XRD

Operando MTG and TPO experiments were performed at the
Swiss–Norwegian beamline (station BM01A/BM01) of The
European Synchrotron (ESRF) with a wavelength of 0.7743 Å,
using a Dectris Pilatus 2M photon counting pixel area detec-
tor38 and then integrated with the SNBL Bubble software.38,39

A Huber goniometer head was used for alignment and phi
rotations. When collecting data during the MTG reaction, the
reactor was moved across the beam (z-scans), and diffracto-
grams were acquired at different positions of the bed at fixed
time and distance intervals.33,40 After completing a full scan
of the capillary, the reactor was moved back with no data
collection.

TPO data were collected at a single point at the center of
the capillary reactor.

The patterns were analyzed by parametric Rietveld refine-
ment41using TOPAS42 to extract the unit cell parameters,
framework atom positions and the coke occupancy for each
individual coke position in the MFI framework as a function of
time-on-stream. The precise locations of these coke positions
are described in the ESI.† A single B-iso parameter was refined
for all oxygen atoms. Vesta43 was used for illustrating the
crystal structures and the extra-framework electronic density
calculated with the difference Fourier maps.

For the catalytic reaction and following catalyst regener-
ation, the H-ZSM-5 catalyst powder was pressed into pellets,
crushed and sieved to a size between 212–250 µm. The catalyst
was placed in a 0.5 mm quartz capillary and mounted on a
SNBL flow cell bracket that provides controlled atmosphere.
Reaction gases (argon, 20% oxygen in helium, or argon
bubbled through methanol held at controlled room tempera-
ture) were fed with a flow rate of 2.2 mL min−1 (Weight Hourly
Space Velocity, WHSV = 20 gMeOH gcatalyst

−1 h−1). The reactor
was heated with an Osram Sylvania heat blower. The tempera-
ture profile across an empty capillary reactor was measured
inserting a thermocouple, and the temperature variation was
±5 °C for a 10 mm catalyst bed. This has a minor influence on
the catalytic reaction, where spatially resolved data were
recorded, but it can safely be assumed that the thermal gradi-
ent was negligible in the TPO experiment, which was carried
out for a single point of the catalyst bed. Prior to reaction, the
catalyst was activated at 500 °C for 1 h using a stream of 20%

Fig. 1 H-ZSM-5 unit cell viewed along the b-axis. Framework oxygen-
atoms and T-atoms are indicated in red and yellow, respectively. Black
spheres indicate preferential sites of coke residing in the framework. The
coke sites have been identified by difference Fourier map analysis. A
detailed analysis of the precise location of these dummy atoms is pre-
sented in the ESI.†
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oxygen in argon. Then, the temperature was lowered to 400 °C,
the reaction temperature. For the regeneration, the reactor was
first cooled down to RT under flow of He and was then heated
up to 700 °C at 5 °C min−1 under 2.5 ml min−1 flow of 20% O2

in He.
A Pfeiffer Omnistar GSD 301 T3 Quadrupole mass spectro-

meter was coupled at the exhaust line of the flow cell (sample
to instrument distance <30 cm) for mass spectrometry data
acquisition during the activation and MTG reaction and the
TPO experiment. The total acquisition and read out time of
each of the acquired mass spectra was <0.8 s.

Results and discussion
Structural transformations of the MFI framework during the
MTG reaction

Previously, Alvarez et al.44 suggested that H-ZSM-5 can
undergo a structural transformation upon deactivation. The
XRD patterns of their deactivated H-ZSM-5 samples showed
a structural change from orthorhombic space group Pnma
(No. 62) to tetragonal P41212 (No. 94). The deactivated catalysts
exhibited a shrinkage in the a- axis and a simultaneous exten-
sion in the b- axis, which thereby eventually become identical.
This observation was fully reversible after catalyst regeneration
and it was attributed to structural changes due to accumu-
lation of coke in the framework pores.44 Recently Rojo-Gama
et al.32 demonstrated that this apparent symmetry is a metric
coincidence and appears in some H-ZSM-5 samples. However,
the difference in length of the a- and b- axes can be used as a
global descriptor for the deactivation of the H-ZSM-5 zeolite
catalyst, referred to as the a minus b parameter, or simply
(a − b).32,33,45

Thus, we have previously shown that during the MTG reac-
tion, (a − b) is proportional to the amount of coke and
consecutively to the degree of the H-ZSM-5 catalyst
deactivation.32,33 As the coke level increases, it starts occupying
preferential sites within the MFI framework, equalizing the a
and b-axes length from 20.17 Å and 20.01 Å, respectively, to
20.04 Å. This procedure changes the apparent H-ZSM-5 unit
cell symmetry from orthorhombic towards tetragonal, as
shown for several H-ZSM-5 catalysts in our previous work.32

However, this is a metric coincidence and does not in reality
correspond to an actual symmetry change.

The H-ZSM-5 catalyst employed here behaves very similarly
to that previously reported for the commercial H-ZSM-5, and
the data are available in the ESI (Fig. S2†). Briefly, as the TOS
increases, the pore network becomes gradually filled up with
coke, as illustrated by the coke occupancy data (Fig. S2,
bottom†). The further away from the reactor inlet, the later the
coke accumulation begins, corresponding to the burning cigar
mentioned above. The amount of coke is strongly connected
with the change in the a minus b parameter (Fig. S2, top†).
Exceptions to this gradual deactivation behavior are the first
two slices at the reactor inlet. Unlike the rest of the slices, the
a- and b-axis of the catalyst found in the first part of the

reactor do not change much. This is because only the
initiation of the MTG reaction occurs in this part of the cata-
lyst bed, and no actual MTG conversion and related coke for-
mation. Instead, a minor expansion is seen. This is most likely
a physical reaction to the presence of the influent gases and/or
reaction products/intermediates. Overall, the behavior is in
very high agreement with what we have observed and quanti-
fied already for the H-ZSM-5 system in the past.32,33

Regeneration of the catalyst – temperature programmed
oxidation (TPO)

When exposing a coked catalyst to oxidative conditions, the
coke will be oxidized and gradually abandon the zeolite frame-
work until it is completely removed. Fig. 2 shows the evolution
of CO2, the oxidation product, as monitored with MS, the
change in the unit cell volume, as well as the a minus b para-
meter during temperature ramp from 380 to 700 °C. Data for
the full temperature range from RT are presented in the ESI
(Fig. S3†).

Turning first to the unit cell volume, it becomes evident
that the catalyst regeneration appears to be a multi-step
process. We observe an initial slight reduction of the unit cell
volume followed by a more rapid decrease starting at ∼475 °C.
At ∼560 °C, the unit cell volume levels off and remains quite
stable until ∼600 °C. Beyond ∼600 °C, we again observe a
rapid reduction in unit cell volume. The a minus b parameter,
which is linked to bulky coke species that distort the frame-
work (see ref. 10, 11, 32 and 33 and below), is fairly stable
until 530 °C, at which a very rapid increase is seen.
Interestingly, appreciable CO2 evolution appears at approxi-
mately the same temperature. Thus, the unit cell volume
changes earlier than the CO2 evolution and the change in the
a minus b parameter, which occur at a quite similar tempera-

Fig. 2 MS signal for CO2 (grey line), evolution of the (a − b) parameter
(connected purple squares), and unit cell volume evolution (connected
dark yellow triangles) during the course of regeneration of the H-ZSM-5
catalyst.
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ture. The plateau in the unit cell volume occurs distinctly later.
The major change in the a minus b parameter is concluded at
∼620 °C, where it has returned to a value similar to that seen
for the fresh catalyst.32 This occurs fairly close to temperature
of the maximum of the CO2 evolution, seen at ∼635 °C.

Superimposed to the oxidation processes thermal effects
have to be considered. Up to 450 °C (see Fig. S3 of the ESI†)
the unit cell volume exhibits an incremental increase of ∼3 Å3.
This should be attributed to the thermal expansion of the
rigid coke within the pores and not to intrinsic properties of
the zeolite material, which is known to have a negative
thermal expansion coefficient above 300 °C.46 This is similar
to the incremental unit cell expansion that has been observed
in SAPO-37 during the template removal process before the
combustion of the organic compounds.34 Above 600 °C, we
observe a reduction in the unit cell volume, which we attribute
to negative thermal expansion, which has been reported to be
quite profound for MFI at elevated temperatures.46,47 Also,
removal of silanol nests and thermal dealumination cannot be
ruled out.

A more qualitative representation of the structural changes
occurring in H-ZSM-5 during coke removal is shown in Fig. 3
below. The removal of coke leads to a clear change in the
shape of the straight channel, converting it from elliptical to
almost circular. Further details on this subtle change is pro-
vided in Fig. S8 of the ESI.† We note that a very similar ellip-
soidal distortion has been directly observed upon both
benzene48 and para-xylene49 adsorption in H-ZSM-5 using
(scanning) transmission electron microscopy ((S)TEM). It is
therefore proposed that aromatic molecules, be it ordered
adsorbed species48,49 or coke as in the present study, induce
this structural change of the MFI framework through steric
strain.

This transition from elliptical to circular can be quantified
in terms of a 10 ring aspect ratio, as defined in,48,49 and this
key structural parameter is shown in Fig. 4. A large numerical
value of the aspect ratio corresponds to an oval 10-ring,
whereas a lower value describes a more circular ring shape
(Fig. 3). Also presented in Fig. 4 is the total coke content, as
inferred from the refined occupancy of dummy carbon atoms
during the Rietveld refinement analysis in TOPAS (see also
Fig. 1). Finally, the a minus b parameter is superimposed on
these two characteristics.

Fig. 3 Graphical illustration of the structural re-arrangement taking place during the TPO of the H-ZSM-5 framework. The time frames have been
extracted from the calculated cif files and represent the framework view along the straight channel at 405, 500, 550, 575, 600 and 625 °C (a–f ).

Fig. 4 Total coke content from dummy atom occupancies (connected
grey open circles), evolution of the (a − b) parameter (connected purple
squares, note that the scale is inverted relative to Fig. 2), and 10 ring
aspect ratio (connected blue crosses) during the course of regeneration
of the H-ZSM-5 catalyst.
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It is evident from Fig. 4 that these three characteristics
follow each other closely, but not exactly. The reduction of the
total coke content occurs earliest, at ∼475 °C; exactly the same
temperature at which the reduction in unit cell volume starts
(Fig. 2). The changes in the a minus b parameter and the 10
ring aspect ratio occur at slight higher temperatures and are
very nearly perfectly superimposed.

Most likely, the first rapid reduction of the coke content
(Fig. 4) and concurrent reduction of the unit cell volume
(Fig. 2) cannot be due to coke oxidation, as very little CO2 is
observed (Fig. 2). The a minus b parameter and the 10 ring
aspect ratio are stable during most of these initial processes,
meaning that the species leaving the catalyst pores cannot be
framework distorting rigid coke molecules. Rather, is seems
very likely that the initial species lost from the framework are
adsorbed compounds or eliminated substituents on aromatic
coke species.

This analysis also sheds considerable light on why the a
minus b parameter is such a powerful descriptor for coke
content and catalyst deactivation. The near identical behaviour
of (a − b) and the 10 ring aspect ratio known to be sensitive to
rigid aromatic molecules,48,49 means that (a − b) is insensitive
to species that have little to do with catalyst deactivation, such
as adsorbed volatile products, substituents on aromatic rings,
and the presence of water. Water is not discussed here, but the
insensitivity of (a − b) and the 10 ring aspect ratio can easily
be demonstrated in hydration-dehydration experiments (not
shown).

More detail can be gleaned from inspecting the occupancy
of coke as shown in Fig. 5. Five extra framework dummy
carbon atom sites (see Fig. S5–S7 of the ESI†) were used to fit

the extra-framework electron density distribution in the frame-
work. We initially point out that through this approach, it is
possible to quantify the overall amount of coke as well as the
amount of coke in specific locations. Typically, the total coke
from the electron density agrees very well with coke from
thermogravimetric analysis (not carried out here due to the
operando nature of the experiment and the very small amount
of catalyst in the capillary reactor). When first reduction of
total coke is clearly related to reduced coke occupancies in
four out of five locations in the framework (C1, C2, C4, and
C5) (Fig. 5). At ∼575 °C, the occupancies of C2, C4, and
C5 have been reduced to zero. At the same temperature, the
occupancy of C3 starts to be reduced, clearly delayed relative to
the other dummy positions. The occupancy at C1 continues to
be monotonously decreased. At approximately 620 °C, the
occupancies are negligible at all dummy atom positions (the
non-zero final value for the occupancy at C1 and total coke is
an artefact).

It is tempting to try to relate the different behaviour seen
for the dummy atoms to their positions within the framework.
Clearly, the onset of reduction in occupancy at C3 occurs at
higher temperature than the other four positions, and the
occupancy of C1 reaches its final stable value at the same
temperature as C3, which is higher than that seen for C2, C4,
and C5. However, it should be kept in mind that the positions
of the dummy atoms were chosen to best match the electron
density obtained from Fourier difference analysis of a fully
coked catalyst, which does not necessarily lead to structurally
distinct sitings. Also, this means that there is a risk that the
locations chosen become increasingly less relevant as the coke
is gradually removed. Finally, although individually refined,
the occupancies are to an unknown extent coupled, as
reduction in the occupancy of one site will lead to an increase
in the others, for a given coke content. Thus, there is a clear
risk of data over-interpretation in the following. Nevertheless,
it would be an omission not to comment on this.

We note that C1 is placed in the middle of straight channel
that runs along b-direction. C2 is placed close to the center of
the channel intersection, in the most spacious region of the
pore structure. C3 is also placed in the intersection, but very
close to the wall of the straight channel, away from where the
zig zag channels connect to the intersection. The distance
between C3 and the nearest framework oxygen is ∼3.0 Å. In
contrast, it ranges from 3.6–3.9 Å for the other dummy sites.
C4 and C5 definitely describe the coke located in the zig zag
channels, but are placed approximately in the 10-rings con-
necting the straight and zig zag channels. See Fig. 3 and
further detail in Fig. S5–S7.† We speculate that the high temp-
erature of onset of reduction seen for C3 is due to a tight inter-
action with the zeolite. Following this, the late depletion of C1
and C3 might then indicate a slower coke removal from the
straight channel relative to the zig zag channel and intersec-
tions. Indeed, Weckhuysen and co-workers have shown that
the straight channels favour the formation of internal coke,
whereas the zig zag channels favour production of aromatics
that grow and migrate to form external coke.50 Obviously,

Fig. 5 Evolution of the total coke and the individual coke occupancies
within the H-ZSM-5 framework at increasing temperature for H-ZSM-5.
The figure illustrating the full evolution of the experiment can be found
in the ESI (Fig. S3†). Details regarding the exact placements of the coke
dummy atoms can be found in Fig. S5–S7 of the ESI.†
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external coke is not detectable by our XRD methods employed
here.

Finally, we point out that we have conducted regeneration
under identical conditions on other H-ZSM-5 catalysts with
different Si/Al ratio and different textural characteristics.
Despite these differences in the characteristics, the overall
coke removal profiles were very similar (not shown here).
Based on our results, we posit that the framework topology dic-
tates the mode of coke oxidation. With this work, we have
described, in unprecedented detail, how a typical H-ZSM-5
network will be regenerated under TPO conditions. Further
similar studies in other frameworks are expected to shed light
on the structural characteristics that can affect the framework
regeneration.

Conclusions

We have closely monitored the structural rearrangements
taking place during the regeneration of an H-ZSM-5 catalyst,
which has been coked during the conversion of methanol to
gasoline/hydrocarbons. By combining parametric Rietveld
refinements and calculation of the extra-framework electronic
density by difference Fourier maps analysis, we could reveal
the evolution of the coke species, monitor the regeneration of
the catalyst, and study the geometrical response of different
framework domains as the solid coke species combust and
abandon their preferential residing sites. A small amount of
adsorbed molecular species and alkyl side chains are leaving
the zeolite pores first, followed by the actual oxidation pro-
ducts of the majority of the coke. During the oxidation
process, the straight 10-ring channels revert from a highly dis-
torted oval shape, induced by aromatic coke, to a more circular
shape. Likewise, the a minus b parameter is sensitive specifi-
cally to the presence of rigid aromatic species, and thus func-
tions as a deactivation descriptor that is largely insensitive to
thermal effects and the presence of smaller molecules. In con-
trast, the unit cell volume displays more complex changes
during temperature programmed oxidation. This work reveals
the powerful nature of crystallographic analysis, that combined
with the advances on data collection and processing can allow
identification of specific coke locations within a three dimen-
sional zeolite framework and provide new insight into the
industrially highly important regeneration step in the MTH
process.
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